
First NYC (9/7/14)
A Covenant People: Life Together in Christ 

Acts 4.32–5.2 
Sermon Notes 

Pastoral prayer: Haewon’s recital (Fri), NYCRM (training Sat), great 
power in testifying to X, great grace in following X !
Introduction: Neighborhood much abuzz of late bc of something 
new a few blocks from here, something that stands as a symbol of 
growing income disparity of Americans: the poor door. Idea simple: 
one building w high-end & more affordable units. High-end cost 
more, so more amenities. One of them: separate entrances. Ergo 
poor door. Most agree that if someone pays more, they should get 
more amenities. But poor door seen as emblematic of growing 
econ segregation: “don’t even want to see those peo.” A prominent 
sign that it may be one building, but it houses two very dift peo. !
As pastor, would be very easy to say ans to issues like this (income 
inequality, poverty, unity of very dift peo) is the ch. & in a very real 
sense that is true. But anyone who’s had sig exp in a ch knows not 
that easy: may be one building, but two very dift peo (or more!). 
Diffs might be econ (rich vs poor), cultural (high vs low), or (esp in 
US) preferential (music, methods of Bib study/evan, fav preachers). 
That’s what makes our txt outstanding. Acts 4 (p. 736). Prob no one 
here ever experienced something like this. !
Key: they shared everything they had, lit. “everything was common 
to them.” Key word: commonality, displayed in radical actions: 
• eradication of need (34a — no needy persons). Almost imposs to 

believe. By this time 5K men (4.4). If that many women & 
children, then 15K. A comm size of Soho (13,310), Battery Park 
City (13,386). Imagine that: not a single needy pers! How? 

• liquidation of assets (34b). from time to time (NIV) renders tense 
of vbs (imp): this is what they were doing. But no command to do 
this, not a top-down program imposed by apostles. Practice 
emerged as needs emerged. In fact, poss why Barnabas ided as 
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example of practice (36–37): perh he led the way, perh even 
reason for nickname. What encouragement to apostles & needy! 

• distribution of resources (35). putting at apostles’ feet not a ref to 
thrones, but to putting at their disposal. No strings attached. Free 
gift, entrusted to leaders to disburse as needed to needy. !

Now since 19th c. when this psg preached, common q comes up: 
isn’t this communism? Two diffs emerge bet communism & early 
ch. (a) No loss of private ownership (owned, 34): “continued to be 
his own prop until it was found necessary to sell for the common 
good” (Marshall, Acts, 108). (b) Voluntary not coerced. If sys like 
this imposed from top down, looks like Hunger Games: peo find 
ways around sys. Here tho wealthier peo simply chose to do this. !
But my concern not so much diff bet early ch & communism but 
bet early ch & contemp chs like ours. Our model seems so dift. 
Contemp notion: give what you can or a tenth or generously. Early 
ch: we hold resources in common (32b). We’re satisfied if we’ve 
given our part, they weren’t satisfied if a single pers was still in 
need. Not that they were perfect: model didn’t always work well 
(cp. Acts 6), wouldn’t last long (cp. Acts 11.28). In fact bc of famine 
this ch would be impoverished & live off generosity of Xians from 
other places. So this application not universally binding. Diff I’m 
concerned w not so much diff actions but a diff mindset. !
That mindset described in v. 32: one in heart and mind. Don’t 
misunderstand. Many diffs among the 15K peo: language (2.8–11), 
culture (6.1), nationality (4.36). Yet in spite of diffs, a transcendent 
oneness marked these 15K peo. What’s going on not just extreme 
generosity, but deep unity, true oneness, genuine commonality. !
Contemp chs seem to be characterized by opp. Perh best described 
by Bonhoeffer (on Lk 9.46): 

“No sooner are peo tog than they begin to observe, judge, & 
classify each other… From the 1st moment two peo meet, one 
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begins looking for a competitive pos to assume & hold against 
the other. There are strong peo & weak ones. If peo are not 
strong, they imm claim the right of the weak as their own & use 
it against the strong. Peo are talented & untalented, simple & 
difficult, devout & less devout, sociable & loners… If I am not 
talented, then perhaps I am, nonetheless, devout, or if I am not 
devout, it is only bc I do not want to be. May not the sociable 
indivs win everyone over to their side & compromise the loner? 
& yet may not the loner become the invincible enemy & 
ultimate conqueror of the sociable indiv? Are there any peo 
who do not … find the place where they can stand & defend 
themselves[?] [We] will never give [that place] up to another, 
[and we] will fight [to preserve it] with all the natural drive to 
self-assertion. And all this can occur in the most respectable or 
even the most pious forms” (Life Together, 93–94). !

Far from deep unity, plagued by this kind of oneupmanship. Not 
just a prob for contemp chs. Present in early ch too. Ergo 2nd 
example: A&S (5.1–2). Sin not that didn’t participate in program: 
not req to sell field. Sin that misrepresented their actions: wanted 
peo to think of them as generous (perh even garner a nickname like 
Barnabas) while still retaining some of their profits, to have their 
cake & eat it too. But their sin was serious bc it broke the oneness/
unity/commonality: didn’t view themselves as all in w G’s peo, 
wanted to retain their own advs for selves. Lk intentionally uses 
same Grk word as Joshua 7.1 (kept back in 5.1 = “broke faith”). 
Bruce: “In both narratives an act of deceit interrupts the victorious 
progress of the peo of G… [Both] ‘broke faith’ by retaining for 
private use property that had been devoted to G” (Acts, 102–3). 
They broke faith w G bc they broke faith w G’s peo. !
Sadly our mindset through ages much more like A&S than B. 
Would rather be considered generous than be truly selfless, point 
out flaws in others than confess oneness w them, complain about 
what we don’t like than giving ourselves to needy, hurting peo. & 
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so chs like ours lack great power & great grace (33). But that’s what 
I want, don’t you? Where does it come from? !
Radical actions born from a radical mindset, born from a radical 
message (33a): resurrection of X. Not just thrown in there as an 
add-on, but the source of their oneness. Res formed the comm. 
• Sp promised (1.8) & comes (ch. 2) 
• Peter preaches res & peo come to faith & form comm (ch. 2) 
• Peter heals lame beggar in J’s name, preaches res, & more peo 

come (ch. 3) !
Res formed the comm. But how does res relate to commonality? 
Two ways: (a) res creates generosity. Msg of cross & empty tomb 
tells us none of us has what it takes to forge a relat w G. No matter 
background, soc status, education, spirituality, wealth, we come up 
empty, cannot save ourselves. But J has come, lived life we failed 
to live, died death we should have died, rose again to give us life. 
So we laid down what we had & came to him. Now if in coming to 
X we acknowledge we have nothing & we find our everything in 
him, then whatever we do have is free to be given away. 
Background, ed, money, soc status—all nothing in light of the One 
who gave himself to rescue us. Ergo all free to be given away to 
peo who are just as broken/messed up/needy as I am. !
But it’s more than that: (b) res creates community. Scr says when a 
pers comes to J, united w him, like a vine & its branches so that his 
life flows in them. True for everyone who comes to J. All those 
branches are vitally connected to J & ergo vitally connected to 
each other. No longer strangers, not merely fellow practitioners of 
same relig, but one in J. IOW, the new cov sealed by X’s blood 
brings us into a new cov relat w X’s peo. Ergo other uses of 
common: common faith (Jd 3), common salv (Titus 1.4). Root of 
word for fellowship. Not just a meal & conversation, but sharing 
what is ours w peo of X—sharing words, sharing time, sharing 
resources, sharing everything. Oneness that transcends everything 
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that would keep them apart: language, culture, natl, prefs. What 
are these in light of such a Redeemer? So I’m free to give all these 
up to serve others. !
No wonder J would say distinctive feature of his peo not their 
dress, music, nationality, trads, political views, but their love for 
each other (cp. Jn 15.34–35). That’s the only command that these 
wealthier peo were obeying: loving others as J had loved them. 
Saw it here last Sun: one member of our ch quietly gave a bag of 
needed goods to another member who’s out of a job. !
Ill of orig cov of First [insert]. 1st members of 1st recognized they 
were in cov relat w X & w X’s peo here & so committed themselves 
to live a certain way w one another. Union w X shapes peo of X. 
Radical msg creates radical mindset, creates radical actions. Our 
oneness in him begets commonality. So gos shapes disposition 
towards one another, comm w one another, mission w one another. 
New cov shapes who we are, how we care, what we do. That’s 
what we’re going to look at in series of msgs: A Cov Peo, Life Tog, 
Meaning of Membership. What does it mean to be tog w X’s peo?  !
Communion: Fitting that today, on 1st of seven msgs on this subj, 
we observe Eucharist, L’s table, communion. No door for the poor/
door for the rich here. One door into the peo of G: X alone. & 
when we enter that Door, we discover in him a people, we find 
one another. & so we commune w X, together. & we commune w 
one another, in X. !
Our practice: 
• table open to all who have repented of sins & trusting X alone 
• every wk, our joy & expectation to have friends join us for 

worship who are still exploring claims of X: you may wish to 
reflect on the msg while we observe sacrament, prayers in OofW 
for your consideration
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